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Chapter 1

Frontier Fortitude
The Edge of the Wilderness

Along the banks of the Nolichucky River.

I

t was dangerous living in the raw, wooded wilderness along
Tennessee’s Nolichucky River when Samuel Henderson’s1 father
James2 moved his family there in 1787.3 White settlers had been
streaming into the hills and river valleys of Tennessee for years, but
now that the state was offering land at ten pounds for every one
hundred acres,4 violent skirmishes and raids became constant as
whites and natives struggled for control of the area. Four years after
the Hendersons claimed their farm on the Nolichucky’s south bank,
hostilities erupted into all out warfare when the Cherokee lost claim
to some of their richest hunting grounds, resulting in numerous and
severe attacks by Indians hoping to drive the settlers out. It was illegal
to retaliate against the natives, but that didn’t stop the residents of
Tennessee’s isolated back country, who knew they could not count on
a distant and complacent government to protect them from increasing
atrocities all along the frontier.
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The Hendersons and their neighbors5 became particularly concerned
during the summer of 1793 when a party of Indians attacked the
nearby Cloyd plantation,6 killing two children and “wound[ing] a
third, whose recovery is doubtful,” according a report published by
the Knoxville Gazette on 13 July. “They also carried off the wife of
Mr. Cloyd about half a mile, where they put her to death, with the
tomahawk, stripped her, ripped open her bowels, and otherwise
mangled her in a manner too shocking to relate.”7 Several weeks later
the Cherokee mounted numerous raids on plantations all across the
area, stealing horses and burning homes and crops. “In consequence
of the depredations committed by Indians…a number of the
inhabitants, alarmed by these enormities, assembled together to
consult for their common safety. They concluded to follow the trail of
these daring barbarians and discover from what source their miseries
originated,” reported the Gazette.8
James, an experienced scout, joined a group of one hundred eighty
mounted men under Colonel George Doherty in an organized raid on
nearby Indian villages. The Doherty Company rode out Sunday, 4
August, on an eight-day sortie, burning crops and villages as they
went. They wounded a number of natives, killing eleven, and took as
prisoner seven women and children. James himself was mortally
wounded on 10 August when the Cherokee fired on the whites in
camp. He was carried out of the mountains on a stretcher two days
later and taken home where he survived long enough to write a will.9
Samuel, only eight years old when his father died, inherited fifteen
acres of property, as did his two-year old brother James10 and twelveyear old sister Jenny.11 John,12 the oldest, received one hundred acres
as well as his father’s brown mare and colt, saddle and gun.13 Their
mother Hannah14 received the remainder of the property and the
responsibilities that went along with managing it.
Hannah was faced with raising four children on the frontier without a
man to protect and provide for the family. Within a year or so of her
husband’s death, Hannah found comfort in a relationship with one
William Love, who in 1795, was court-ordered to pay her the sum of
two hundred dollars “for the maintenance of a bastard child,”15 a
daughter who may have been named Ellen.16 By the time Samuel was
fourteen years old, his mother had found a more stable relationship
with James Tallent,17 who married her in December, 1799.18
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Forging a Family
Samuel felt ready to support a family of his own at the age of twenty.
He chose Mary Goforth19 to be his wife in December, 1804.20 Mary
had also lost her father21 as a child. His death in 1796 left his six
children in such “suffering and distressed conditions” that the local
court ordered them bound out to work until they reached adulthood.22
Mary was more than happy to become a homemaker and mother,
giving birth to James,23 Elizabeth 24 and William25 over the next five
years on her husband’s farm in Green County.
There had been talk about the new frontier lands in Missouri for some
time before John and his family left to settle there in 1802. Reports
from John encouraged Jenny and her new husband Philip O’Haver26
to relocate, and not long afterwards, James and Hannah Tallent
followed. By 1807, only Samuel and Mary remained in Tennessee.
When John returned to Tennessee in 1809 to settle land issues,
Samuel and Mary decided to pull up stakes and join the rest of the
Hendersons near Sainte Genevieve, Missouri.27
Sainte Genevieve, initially a small frontier outpost settled by the
French, changed dramatically in 1803, when the Louisiana Purchase
opened the territory to Americans. Soon the population was a
cosmopolitan mix of French, African, Americans, Germans and
Native Americans, and while some were transient adventurers ready
to move on to the next opportunity, others like the Henderson clan
were willing to invest their lives in farming and community building.
Samuel bought a farm in nearby Bellevue and settled into the
community not long before Mary bore their fourth child, a son John,28
in November, 1810. Eight more children followed over the next
fifteen years. The Hendersons were content to live quiet, productive
lives among family and friends, watching as their children matured.
The Bellevue Valley was so wild and unsettled at the time that a man
could collect a two-dollar premium for every wolf he killed,29 but the
fertile farmland was too rich to ignore, and with increasing commerce
generated by river traffic and new settlements cropping up across the
land, the Hendersons were among those who prospered along the
frontier. Bellevue was attractive for another reason: members of the
extended Goforth family lived there as well, providing the comfort of
neighbors who cared in the way only family could.
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Potosi, twelve miles north of Bellevue, as it looked in 1819.

Also needed by these farming families was spiritual comfort,
something hard to come by in the isolated valleys west of the
Mississippi River. Steamboats brought constant new arrivals from
every part of the country, many of them “gamblers, tipplers, tricksters
and con artists looking for action on every landing.”30 Little respect
was paid to the Sabbath and “the sacred hours were given up to mirth
and pleasure…I do believe there is no place more in need of
missionary aid than the Territory of Missouri,” wrote Salmon
Giddings, one of the handful of trained ministers who sought to
remedy the situation. Reverend Timothy Flint noted that “an average
of one hundred emigrants a day passed through the town of St.
Charles, but not one family in fifty carries a Bible….Many of them
live and die without any thought eternity. So engaged are they in
making new settlements in the woods that they seem to regard
nothing besides.”31
The Hendersons and their neighbors in Bellevue were pious people
who made do with visits from itinerant preachers and informal prayer
meetings,32 but the settlers yearned for something more. Finally, in
the summer of 1816, there were enough worshipers to form a real
congregation. Salmon Giddings organized the territory’s first
protestant church on 31 July; those in attendance were administered
the sacrament the following Sabbath, “a solemn and delightful season
to many,” including Samuel, who one of the original members of the
congregation.33
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The Bellevue Presbyterian Church became a center of learning with
the construction of a log building serving as both church and school.
Bibles and tracts were distributed among the valley’s residents.
Eventually a small graveyard was dedicated to receive the faithful as
they went to their rest. It was in this quiet cemetery where Samuel
buried Mary in December, 1825, after both she and her ten-month old
baby George,34 died the same day.35

A Fullness of Truth
Samuel, now a widower with eleven children, drew strength from his
faith and carried on the best he knew how until he remarried two
years later.36 With so few families living in Bellevue, intermarriage
among them was common, so there was little surprise when Samuel
chose Elizabeth Harris,37 his daughter-in-law’s sister, as his new
wife.38 Elizabeth stepped in to fill the role of homemaker and mother
to the youngest seven of Samuel’s children. Elizabeth, fifteen years
younger than her husband, was not only up to the task of running
Samuel’s household, but she added six more children to the family
over the next ten years. She was a good mother, making sure all of
her children attended to their chores, their studies and their spiritual
education.

An 1830 edition of The Book f Mormon.
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While the Hendersons continued to worship at the Presbyterian
church, they also happily welcomed any travelling preachers making
their way through the Bellevue valley. By the early 1830s, there was
talk among the preachers about a new and strange religion claiming
the Lord was gathering His elect in western Missouri, where Zion
would soon be built. Newspapers reported the travel of missionaries
travelling “two and two…they persist in their power to work miracles.
They say they have often seen them done—the sick are healed and the
lame walk, the devils are cast out—and these assertions are made by
men heretofore considered rational men,” cautioned one publication
in 1831.39 The next few years brought many more reports and
warnings about the Mormons, as they were called, who were
generating fear and suspicion among the old settlers along the
Missouri frontier.
Samuel and Elizabeth finally decided to listen to what the Mormons
themselves had to say when they passed through Bellevue in 1838,
and it didn’t take them long to understand the truth. The Hendersons
were not only eager to be baptized, but to share the gospel’s good
news with the rest of their relatives and friends, hosting meetings in
their home and boarding the Elders while they taught the doctrine of
the Restoration.40 Many of the extended family joined the church that
same year.41
It was both an exciting and perilous time to accept membership in the
Lord’s Kingdom and be “numbered among the Saints” in Missouri.
Mormons were being driven out of towns along the western border
almost as soon as they settled in them. Mobs had forced the entire
Mormon population out of Jackson County in 1833, burning homes
and crops as they went. When the Saints regrouped in nearby
Caldwell, Carroll and Daviess counties, they received similar
treatment. By the time the Hendersons accepted baptism, Governor
Boggs had declared “the Mormons must be treated as enemies and
must be exterminated or driven from the state.”42 Despite these
growing threats, the Hendersons were determined to follow the Lord
at all costs. They sold their land in Bellevue and travelled west to join
the Saints, sadly leaving behind a number of relatives who elected to
remain loyal to their protestant faith.43
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Nauvoo, Illinois, as seen in a period engraving.

Refuge in Nauvoo
Like all other Mormon refugees crowding the roads out of Missouri,
the Hendersons didn’t really know where they were going or how
they would support themselves once they arrived, but they continued
on to Illinois, where the charitable residents of Quincy offered food
and shelter until church leaders could arrange for permanent
settlement.
By the spring of 1839, land on both sides of the Mississippi near the
small town of Commerce, Illinois, had been purchased by the church
and members began to stream into the area. Samuel and Elizabeth
were among the first to build their home in what was to become
Nauvoo, choosing a lot not far from the riverbanks at the corner of
Hibbard and Durphy Streets.44 It was a good location for Samuel to
set up a sawmill in the growing city with its flood of newcomers, all
of them needing building materials for homes and businesses.45
Elizabeth had her hands full at home, attending to the daily needs of
her large family in less than ideal circumstances. Like almost
everyone else in Nauvoo, she spent the first few months living in a
makeshift tent, storing her household goods in the back of the wagon
until Samuel could build a rough cabin. As if her situation wasn’t
difficult enough, Elizabeth was also pregnant with her seventh child.
She gave birth that June, naming her son after the prophet Joseph,46
followed by another son the next December, named for Joseph’s
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brother Hyrum,47 and little Ira48 in 1842. She would bury two of her
three babies in Nauvoo, but for the time being, her thoughts were for
the future.
Nauvoo was brimming with promise and excitement from the
moment the Prophet announced the Lord’s desire for a temple in
January, 1841. Construction began immediately and dominated the
Saints lives for the next five years. Solid blocks of limestone were
quarried nearby, then dressed and polished at the temple site on
Mulholland Street, but timber for the building was harder to come by.
The problem was solved when the church purchased a saw mill along
Wisconsin’s Black River, where a ready supply of pine trees could be
easily harvested and floated down river to Nauvoo. Samuel’s second
son, Samuel Jr.,49 who worked alongside his father in the Henderson
mill, was a natural addition to the “Pineries Mission,” and was among
those men who journeyed several hundred miles up the Mississippi to
obtain and mill lumber for construction of the temple. 50
Continual revelations from the Lord could not wait for the temple’s
completion, however. When Joseph Smith taught the doctrine of
baptism for the dead at a funeral sermon in 1840, overjoyed Saints
immediately began performing the ordinance in the Mississippi.
Performance of baptisms was moved to the temple as soon as the
basement was finished and a temporary wooden font dedicated in
November, 1841. Samuel joined hundreds of Saints in proxy baptism
for his parents, grandparents and many other relatives.51
With the most important religious structure under construction and no
public building large enough to hold a congregation, Sunday services
were often held in several wooded areas near the temple site. The
Hendersons joined with thousands of Nauvoo’s residents who
attended a general meeting in the morning followed by private
evening prayer meetings in individual homes. Samuel was also
among those who sought further spiritual strength through a
patriarchal blessing, given to him by Patriarch Hyrum Smith. The
blessing promised Samuel he would be “be numbered in the covenant
in the fullness… and you shall go and come and be preserved and you
shall be blest also in future, spiritually and temporally. Spiritually to
your full satisfaction, with joy and consolation in the Holy Ghost and
with knowledge of the things of God.”52 Both Samuel and Elizabeth
would need additional spiritual succor in the face of the trying events
they were to about to pass through
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Samuel Henderson’s lot in Nauvoo was in an advantageous location near
both the river and the business district.
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During the winter of 1842, a terrible wave of illness struck the family
of Samuel’s oldest son James and Anna Henderson,53 who were by
then living on a farm thirty miles from Nauvoo near La Harpe. Anna
herself became bedridden with fever after caring for her sick children,
finally succumbing to the disease on 8 December. James, already
suffering from rheumatism, wore himself out trying to care and
provide for his nine children. His health gradually deteriorated over
the spring and summer until he died in early September.54 The
orphaned children tried to keep what was left of their family together,
but soon found it impossible. Elizabeth finally stepped in to raise the
youngest of the children, to whom she was both aunt and
grandmother, bringing the Henderson household to fourteen
members.55

The farming community of La Harpe was located twenty-five miles
east of Nauvoo and twenty-one miles north east of Carthage, Illinois.
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Chapter 2

Gathering Toward Zion
Building the Kingdom

One of three surviving sunstones from the Nauvoo temple.

N

auvoo in 1842 was a bustling and increasingly civilized city,
rivaling even Chicago. New converts to the church were
arriving daily, pushing the population past twelve thousand
souls. A variety of businesses lined the streets, including mercantile
stores, grist mills, bakeries, potteries, tanneries, and foundries.
Several brickyards turned out thousands of rusty red bricks for
residents who were quickly replacing rough log and frame buildings
with attractive, more permanent structures all across the city.
It was both the astonishing progress and sophistication of Nauvoo
which threatened so many of the original frontier settlers, who found
the growing dominance of the Saints a threat to their backwoods
lifestyle and political support of slavery. The relative peace the
Mormon community had enjoyed in Nauvoo began to fray with
increasing hostilities from neighboring citizens, who launched vicious
attacks in the press, denouncing Joseph Smith and warning residents
against the church’s economic and political power. Opposition
intensified over the next year and a half until anti-Mormon passions
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peaked and the Prophet, his brother Hyrum and other leaders were
jailed in Carthage on 25 June, 1844. Two days later an enraged mob
surrounded the jail and murdered Joseph and Hyrum.
The Saints were stunned by the loss of their prophet, but even as their
enemies continued to fight against them, they rallied under the
leadership of the Twelve Apostles, headed by Brigham Young.
Church members were urged to continue gathering in Nauvoo and to
complete the temple, whose capstone was laid in May, 1845. At the
same time, the church leadership was making plans to move the
Saints to a safer location father west, and committed to begin
evacuation of the city by the next spring.
Brigham Young was determined to give the Saints temple blessings
and rooms were dedicated for ordinance work as soon as they were
completed, beginning with the attic in December, 1845. Nauvoo’s
faithful flocked to the temple to receive their endowments. During the
next two months over fifty-six hundred members were endowed,
including Samuel and Elizabeth, who received their endowment and
were sealed in eternal marriage on 16 January, 1846.56
Increased activity in the temple only served to arouse greater
opposition among the church’s enemies, who began attacking
Mormon farms outside the city, burning barns, crops and even homes.
The violence increased as threatened farmers fled to Nauvoo. The
government of Illinois refused to intervene. Finally, in February,
1846, Brigham Young organized several wagon companies to begin
the evacuation earlier than planned. Soon there were hundreds of
refugees huddled in temporary camps across the Mississippi in Iowa,
followed by steady streams of evacuating Saints during the spring. By
mid-May an estimated sixteen thousand residents had fled the city,
leaving behind a small number who were too sick or too poor to
travel.
Although Samuel was considered old at the age of sixty-one, he may
not have remained in Nauvoo due to health or lack of finances, but to
sell his remaining properties and bring in one last harvest.57
Harassment by mobs continued all through the summer in an effort to
drive out any remaining Saints, culminating in a siege on Nauvoo in
early September by a group of eight hundred men who fired on the
city until the residents surrendered. Samuel, Elizabeth and the
children in their charge were among those forced across the
Mississippi at gunpoint with little more than the clothes on their
backs. Years later, William Jasper Henderson,58 who was five years
old at the time, recalled being forced out of Nauvoo with his
grandparents. “The mob drove out the widows and orphans,
plundered their houses and rushed them, including me, on flat boats
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that were moored at the banks of the Mississippi River,” he said.
“They actually drove us out of our homes, down the streets of Nauvoo
onto these flat boats and sent us adrift. The current carried us across
to the Iowa side. While we were on the river they continued to fire
their cannon balls, some going over our heads and some falling into
the river. They continued firing until we had landed on the other side
of the river.” 59
Small knots of people clung together for support as they made their
way to a temporary camp along the Iowa shore at Potter’s Slough.
“We were driven like a band of sheep before ravenous wolves,” said
William. “We fled into the timber along the river banks, and the trees
was all the covering we had for many days. To make our situation
worse, a chilly rain started in with snow. We had no provisions and
very little clothing, except what we patch up in our haste when we
were driven from our homes.”
By mid-September almost seven hundred destitute people found
themselves stranded there, too poor and sick to move forward.
Starvation was facing the camp as their supplies, meager to begin
with, were quickly exhausted. Then, a remarkable thing happened. A
cloud of quail fluttered into camp, falling to the ground in great
numbers, so exhausted even children were able to catch them. “We
would have surely starved to death had it not been for our kind and
Heavenly Father in sending flocks of quail into our camps, some
being docile and fell into the laps of the women,” said William. “I
remember Grandmother filling her apron with them, and that is what
we lived on for three days.” 60
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C.C.A. Christensen’s painting depicting the miracle of the quail.

Preparations in Iowa
Thousands of refugees were scattered across Iowa that autumn, all
preparing as best as they could for the coming winter. Temporary
church headquarters was centered in Winter Quarters, Nebraska,61
surrounded by many smaller communities that sprang up as people
gathered to fortify themselves for the final push westward. The
Hendersons eventually made their way as far as Kanesville, across the
Missouri River from Winter Quarters, where Samuel settled on a
piece of land outside of town. “There was lots of timber growing
there so he built a log house there in the woods,” said William. “This
house had just one big room in it with a fireplace built in the middle
of it, one small window in the gable end near the roof and a door on
one side. The door was made of hewn logs and was hard inside with
the same kind of material, so as to make it safe as possible from the
Indians, as they were very hostile in that part of the country. They had
some work horses and one cow, but not many provisions. They lived
on hominy and what milk the cow furnished. I remember seeing my
grandmother cooking or making hominy in a large kettle hanging
over the fireplace. That was the only convenience for cooking at that
time among the poor people.
“Well, everything went smoothly for a while, but to their horror one
day they heard Indians whooping, they peeked out and saw the
Indians driving away the horses. One of the Indians came to the door
and could not get in, so they shot the cow and went away. George62
was about eighteen then and he decided to go for help. He climbed
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out of the window, which was on the opposite side of where the
Indians were, so he got away unnoticed, went to the nearest
settlement for help and got it. They came the next day and moved us
to the settlement.”63
Samuel arranged for housing in the Kanesville’s Blockhouse
Branch,64 where there was enough property to grow produce for sale.
The entire family worked, even young William, who recalled carrying
vegetables to market with his cousin, Riley.65 “For this we got five
cents a basket and made two trips a day. We also picked and cleaned
vegetables…[We] had to work hard for a meager living.” 66
Plans were finalized over the winter for moving the Saints westward.
Brigham Young’s trailblazing pioneer company made the trek from
Winter Quarters to the Salt Lake valley in the summer of 1847,
followed by ten other groups that year. Preparations were
immediately made for the rest of the church membership to follow as
quickly as possible, but moving thousands of people across the vast
prairies would take both time and resources. Kanesville, with its
location on the Missouri River, became the main outfitting point for
the journey to Utah. Samuel and his family were among the thousands
of people who remained in Kanesville, growing crops and preparing
supplies for the migration. Samuel took on added responsibilities for
both local members of the church and incoming immigrants when he
accepted the calling of bishop’s counselor in December, 1847.67

Council Bluffs (formerly Kanesville) in 1850.
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Samuel and Elizabeth spent the next three years farming and raising
stock in Kanesville, until they themselves were ready to make the
journey. They joined the Easton Kelsey Company, bringing along
with them their youngest and unmarried children, Nancy,68 twentythree, Martin,69 fifteen, Charlotte,70 thirteen, Hyrum, ten, and their
grandchildren Sarah,71 fourteen, William, eleven.72
The company of one hundred wagons pulled out of Kanesville on 29
June, 1851, on a twelve-week trek that passed through deserted
country one member of the train remembered as “a wild country as
ever I saw.”73 The crossing held the usual difficulties of bad weather
and bad roads, along with repeated cattle stampedes, and on one
occasion, a stampede of buffalo. “The stampede ran providentially
just in head of the train with the fierceness of the rush and tramp and
as it appeared almost a cyclone of dust,” recalled fellow immigrant
Augusta Stevens. “This caused a great commotion and almost
stampeded among the oxen and horses of the train. The few rifles
available were used and fortunately enough for the emigrants, a few
buffalo fell which were prepared and this gave us extra provisions on
the long journey in head of us.”74
Even with supplemental buffalo meat, food supplies were exhausted
by the time the train reached Green River, Wyoming. To make
matters worse, a “cold blizzard and wintery blast…added to the perils
of the journey,” according to Augusta Stevens. “It became necessary
to send a man with the best and fastest equipment on to Salt Lake
City to get flour and rush back to Green River, which was only
sufficient to sustain the party in the train for the balance of the trip.”75
With one hundred and seventy miles to travel and no further
incidents, the weary pioneers arrived in Salt Lake City at the end of
September.
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Salt Lake City as it appeared in the mid-1850s.

City of the Saints
Sam Jr., who had immigrated in June 1850,76 was waiting for his
family when they trudged out of Emigration Canyon, ready to take
them to his home north of Salt Lake in the farming community of
Kaysville. There was only a log cabin on Sam Jr.’s property, but it
wasn’t long before the Henderson men replaced it with a warm,
sturdy adobe home.77
Samuel and Elizabeth shared their son’s Kaysville home for several
years before buying a lot in Salt Lake City’s Sixth Ward in 1854.78
Samuel had just celebrated his sixty-ninth birthday, and was ready to
retire to an urban setting where he could spend the remainder of his
days puttering around his small garden. Elizabeth hosted the
festivities when her children Martin and Charlotte and granddaughter
Sarah married in Salt Lake City that year, and Martha79 the next
February.
Samuel’s healthy gradually faded soon afterwards, and by February,
1856, he was gravely ill. He had led a remarkable life over his
seventy-one years, taming the wilderness and pioneering along four
different frontiers. He was father to twenty-one children, and
protector and provider to the orphaned children of his son. He was
deeply missed by his large and loving family when he died on 21
February. Elizabeth arranged for a tribute to be printed in the Salt
Lake City Deseret Weekly. “He has gone to join the saints in the
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spiritual world, where his good works will follow him, and with who
he will have part in the resurrection of the just,” affirmed the
obituary, one of the first published in the valley.80
Elizabeth spent her remaining years as matriarch of her large family,
travelling to visit with her children and grandchildren who had spread
out across the territory. She was in her eighties when she settled with
Charlotte and her husband Isaac Allred81 in Spring City, a small
farming community in the center of Utah. It was in Spring City where
she died in February, 1884, at the age of eighty-four. Charlotte buried
her mother in the pioneer cemetery under a tall column of pale gray
marble lovingly decorated with leaves of ivy and fern.

Elizabeth poses with her son Hyrum, his wife Julia and their children in 1879,
only months before a diphtheria epidemic would claim the lives of twelve-year
old twins Elizabeth and Harriet (back row), five-year old Samuel (far left),
eleven-year old Nancy (center) and eight-year old twin Hannah (bottom right).
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Above: Elizabeth’s headstone in Spring City. Below:
Samuel’s grave in the Salt Lake City cemetery, plot F-4-11.
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HENDERSON

INDEX

Charlotte [Allred], 22-24.

This index lists the names of people
related to Samuel Henderson, Mary
(Goforth) Henderson and Elizabeth
(Harris) Henderson. Women are listed
under both their maiden names (in
parentheses) and married names [in
brackets].

Elizabeth Celestine, 6.
Elizabeth (Harris), 8-11, 18-25.
Elizabeth Sarah [Lindsay], 22-23.
George, 8.
George Washington, 20.

A

Hannah (Sollars) [Tallent], 5.
Hyrum, 11, 22, 24.

ALLRED

James (1759), 4-5.
Charlotte (Henderson), 22-24.
James (1791), 5, 13.
Isaac Morley, 24.
James Goforth, 6.
Jenny Jane [O’Haver], 5.

D

John (1778), 5.

DAY

Joseph, 10.

Martha Ann (Henderson), 23.

Julia (Lindsay), 24.
Martha Ann [Day], 23.

G

Martin Henry, 22-23.
Mary “Polly” (Goforth), 6, 8.

GOFORTH

Nancy [Simpson], 22.
John, 6.
Riley, 21.

Mary “Polly” [Henderson], 6, 8.

Samuel, 4-6, 8-13, 18, 20-25.
Samuel Goforth, 11, 23.

H

Sarah Anna (Harris), 13.
William, 6.

HARRIS

William Ira, 11.
Elisabeth [Henderson], 8-11, 18-25.
William Jasper, 18-22.
Sarah Anna [Henderson], 13.
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SIMPSON

L

Nancy (Henderson), 22.

LINDSAY
Elizabeth Sarah (Henderson), 22-23.

SOLLARS

Julia [Henderson], 24.

Hannah [Henderson] [Tallent], 5.

T

O
O’HAVER

TALLENT

Jenny Jane (Henderson), 5.

Hannah (Sollars) [Henderson], 5.

Philip, 6.

James, 5.

S
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